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In engineering, there is a maxim that you do not really understand an action until you can write
USC engineering graduate student Xing Zhao
adjusting the pressure valve that drives a
projectile forward, forcing the impactor to
hit the specimen

equations that describe what you observe and accurately predict what will happen under different
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conditions. Although Harold Edgerton captured movement beautifully in his photos, he was never
able to measure the phenomenon. Professor Michael Sutton has done just that. Following in the
footsteps of Muybridge and Edgerton, Professor Sutton has added quantitative measurement to

Impactor and specimen used in Professor
M i c h e a l S u t t o n ’s re s e a rc h
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high-speed imaging.

By taking images of a specimen undergoing an impact test, Sutton can track the changes in the
High speed camera (labeled) pointed at
the impactor setup in the laboratory //
Courtesy of Michael Sutton
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speckled pattern on the test specimen. These changes show the propagation of the impact wave
through the sample and can be accurately described using mathematical equations. Engineers
determine the best material for a product by understanding fracture.

